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Abstract: Lately, there has been a quick improvement in exploration in the normal fiber composite sector. the advantages of 

these materials stood out from others, for instance, produced fiber composites, including low regular impact and 

insignificant exertion and reinforce their potential over a broad assortment of usage. Much effort has gone into extending 

their mechanical execution to widen the limits and usages of this get-together of materials. This paper is planned to give the 

way toward extricating fiber through concoction process with shifting centralization of NaOH and alongside different test, 

for example, SEM and EDS, X-RD and FTIR of separated fiber was done to contemplate the morphological structure, 

constituents, warm properties and so on this paper additionally clarifies the creation of epoxy based composite by hand 

layup process. At that point the different mechanical testing (elasticity, compressive quality and flexural quality) were done 

to decide its conduct under various states of stacking. Further dampness retention test was done to consider its dampness. 

This work is completed to assess the improvement and properties of characteristic of fiber strengthened biodegradable 

polymer composites. They are the materials that have the ability to completely degrade and good with the earth. 
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1. Introduction 

Today’s composite material existed from the beginning of civic establishments. Back to 1500 BC, where individuals used to make 

mud dividers with bamboo as support, mud blocks and so forth. It was just restricted to clay composite. With the advance of human 

in 1970s the engineered fiber based composite product made. Most usually fiber was glass fiber and carbon fiber. With increment 

sought after boron and different materials likewise utilized for making composites which fulfils the need, all things considered, 

however then again it offers another test of non-biodegradability all of a sudden the scientists and businesses moved the 

concentration to normal fiber strengthened composite in view of its profile degradable nature. In spite of the fact that it is some way 

or another legitimate with the natural concern however needs quality when contrasted with engineered fiber. This restricts its 

utilization to non-auxiliary to semi basic applications. Additionally look into is requiring influencing it to fit for auxiliary 

application. 

 

To advance the utilization of normal fiber The United Nation proclaimed 2009 as the time of characteristic fiber. This has 

demonstrated an extensive interest in this area. Till date the gainful utilization of regular fiber for making composite is undermine 

facilitate consolation is important to convey the utilization of common fiber to its maximum capacity. 

 

1.1 Natural Fiber 

Natural fiber has been used as reinforcing materials for over 3000 years. Starting from ancient civilization, people used to make 

ceramic bricks, mud walls with bamboo sticks as reinforcing material though it was limited to ceramic composite but now its 

application move on to polymer matrix composite. A single fiber of all plant based natural fibers consists of several cells. These 

cells are formed out of crystalline micro fibrils based on cellulose, which are connected to a complete layer, by amorphous lignin 

and hemicellulose. Many of such cellulose-lignin / hemicellulose layers in one primary and three secondary cell walls stick together 

to a multilayer composite. These cell walls differ in their composition and in the orientation of the cellulose micro fibrils. These 

fibers are composed mainly of cellulose and some lignin and are sometimes called lingo-cellulosic fibers. Natural fibers are 

subdivided based on their origins, coming from plants, animals or minerals. All plant fibers contain cellulose as their major structural 

component, whereas animal fibers mainly consist of protein. Generally, plant or vegetable fibers are used to reinforce plastic. Plant 

fibers may include hairs (cotton, kapok), fiber sheaves of dicot plants or vessel sheaves of monocot plants, i.e. bast (flax, hemp, 

jute, and ramie) and hard fibers (sisal, henequen, and coir). The classification of natural fiber is shown in figure 1.1: 
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Figure 1.1 - Classification of Natural Fibers 

 

1.2 Advantages of Natural Fibers 
Natural fibers has following advantages: 

1. Low specific weight which results in a higher specific strength and stiffness than glass. 

2. It is a renewable resource wherein the production requires little energy and CO2 is used while oxygen is given back to the 

environment 

3. Production with low investment at low cost, which makes the material an interesting product for low wage countries 

4. Friendly processing, no wear of tooling and no skin irritation 

5. Thermal recycling is possible, where glass causes problems in combustion furnaces 

6. Good thermal and acoustic insulating properties 

7. Low emission of toxic fumes when subjected to heat and during incineration at the end of life 

 

1.4 Drawbacks of Natural Fibers 

Natural fibers has following disadvantages: 

1. Lower strength properties, particularly its impact strength 

2. Variable quality, depending on unpredictable influences such as weather 

3. Moisture absorption, which causes swelling of the fibers 

4. Restricted maximum processing temperature 

5. Low durability but fiber treatment can improve this considerably 

6. Poor fire resistance 

7. Price can fluctuate by harvest results or agricultural politics 

 

2. Natural Fiber Composites 

Natural fiber composites, may in the future, become materials to replace synthetic fiber polymer composites. Natural fiber 

incorporated polymers have been very fashionable due to their flexibility, their lightness and the ease of fabrication of complicated 

shapes with economic saving. The quality and performance of plant fiber based composites can further be improved by adopting 

appropriate engineering techniques. In addition, these composites can easily substitute for conventional materials in several areas 

such as the automotive industry, building industry, consumer goods and sport goods. Many automotive and household components 

are produced using natural composites, mainly based on polyester and fiber like flax, hemp, pineapple, coir and sisal. The application 

of natural fiber composites in this industry is led by motives of price, weight reduction, and biodegradability. 

 

2.1 Need for Natural Fiber Composites 

The development of natural fiber composites has profited from the policy of a number of (Indian) governments to support the 

development of technical applications for renewable resources. Establishment of disposal methods for glass fiber reinforced plastics 

and their recycling laws are important contemporary subjects because many environmental problems have appeared. It is necessary 

to reduce environmental impacts such as global warming, which are generated by consumption of petroleum, a non-renewable 

resource. The driving forces of natural fiber composites are (i) cost reduction, (ii) weight reduction and (iii) marketing (application 

of renewable materials). The use of natural fiber reinforced polymer represents an attractive and suitable method for replacing. 

Natural fibers are low cost, renewable and high specific strength and its composites are used for fabricating some products such as 

furniture and architectural materials. Recently, they have gained widespread use in the automobile industry. 
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3. Materials and Experiments 

The Fiber Extraction from Plant 

Asian palm fibers (Palmyra fruit fiber) are extracted by mechanical and chemical process and the detailed step of the process is 

described below. The hemp fiber yarn was purchased from Forestry Hemp Bag Udhyog, Kathmandu, Nepal concerns related to 

civil infrastructure deterioration are not only limited to the economic cost of repair, maintenance and rehabilitation, but they also 

extend to social and environmental costs. It is generally meant that repeated repairs of civil infrastructure during their service life 

are absolutely unsustainable. Figure below explains it briefly. 

 

  

Fig. 2 - Fruit Fiber 

 

1. At first the ripe fruits are collected and then the blackish husk is removed. The seeds are separated from each other with fiber. 

The fibers from the seeds are collected with a sharp blade which contain yellow mesocarp. The mesocarp is washed off by 

water. Then the washed fiber is boiled with normal water at a temperature of 1000C to remove gum like material from the fiber 

and finally dried in the sun. About 30g fiber can be collected from a fruit by hand. 

2. Then alkalization of dried fiber was done at 4% NaOH solution at room temperature for 6 hours. 

3. Bleaching operation is carried out to wash out pigments and other foreign particles from the cellulosic fiber Using 1.7 W/V% 

NaClO2 at 50° C for 1 hour. 

4. The hydrolyzed fiber is washed out with distilled water three times to neutralize it. 

 

3.1 Alkali Treatment of Fiber 

Alkalization: Alkalization is a chemical method for breaking the bond between various lignocellulose materials. Plant based natural 

fiber mainly contains cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, wax and moisture. Each of them has different chemical resistance against 

NaOH. Since cellulose has less resistance against NaOH, it is able to break the bond between lignin and cellulose. When the 

hemicellulose is removed the interfibrillar region becomes less dense and less rigid leaving behind the high strength fiber. Treatment 

with NaOH leads to a decrease in spiral angle and increase in molecular orientation further the elastic modulus increases with 

increase in molecular orientation. The extent of alkalization depends upon the type of concentration of alkaline solution, 

Temperature, Time of treatment and tension of material as well as additives. Chemical tests were conducted with various NaOH 

concentrations of 4%, 6% and 8% Agave fibers. Alkali treatment did not affect the cellulose of the fiber but it resulted in the change 

of other chemical properties. Therefore, the alkali treated fiber has good adhesion property and improved strength. 

 

3.2 Fabrication of Composite 

5%, 7% & 10% of Palm fiber and Hemp fiber is added to epoxy matrix to fabricate composite with different content of fiber. 

Composite of different percentage of fiber was made by Hand Lay-up process. There are various methods of fabrication technologies 

are available these are 

1. for continuous fibers 

 Hand lay-up methods 

 Compression moulding 

 Pultrusion process 

 Filament winding 

2. for short fibers 

 Hand spray method 

 Transfer moulding 

 Injection moulding 

 Centrifugal casting  

 Continuous laminating 

Out of above stated method considering the availability of fabrication technology we have chosen hand lay-up method for our 

fabrication. 
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3.3 Hand Lay-up Method 

Hand lay-up technique is the simplest method of composite processing. The infrastructural requirement for this method is also 

minimal. The processing steps are quite simple. First of all, a release gel is sprayed on the mold surface to avoid the sticking of 

polymer to the surface. Thin plastic sheets are used at the top and bottom of the mold plate to get good surface finish of the product. 

Reinforcement in the form of woven mats or chopped strand mats is cut as per the mold size and placed at the surface of mold after 

Perspex sheet. Then thermosetting polymer in liquid form is mixed thoroughly in suitable proportion with a prescribed hardener 

(curing agent) and poured onto the surface of mat already placed in the mold. The polymer is uniformly spread with the help of 

brush. Second layer of mat is then placed on the polymer surface and a roller is moved with a mild pressure on the mat-polymer 

layer to remove any air trapped as well as the excess polymer present. The process is repeated for each layer of polymer and mat, 

till the required layers are stacked. After placing the plastic sheet, release gel is sprayed on the inner surface of the top mold plate 

which is then kept on the stacked layers and the pressure is applied. After curing either at room temperature or at some specific 

temperature, mold is opened and the developed composite part is taken out and further processed. The time of curing depends on 

type of polymer used for composite processing. For example, for epoxy based system, normal curing time at room temperature is 

24-48 hours. This method is mainly suitable for thermosetting polymer based composites. Hand lay-up method finds application in 

many areas like aircraft components, automotive parts, boat hulls, deck etc. 

 

 

Figure 0.2 - Hand Lay-up Process 

 

In this process first we prepared the mould with thermocol considering the finishing allowance. Then the mould was covered with 

Aluminum foil & the matrix and fiber mixture was poured in the mould, then for 24 hours it was kept for strengthening & curing. 

It was polished with grinder to get the smooth surface finish. 

 

  
 

4. Results  

Various tests like Tensile, Flexure, Hardness and Moisture absorption test has been performed on the collected and transformed 

specimens and the following results were obtainted: 

 

4.1 Tensile test 

It was observed that the specimen breaks at the middle without any necking formation. That is it has shown little deformation 

before undergoing fracture. This result is for 10%, 15% & 20% weight of agave fiber in the composite. Further with different 

percentage of fiber in the composite different result can be obtained. The data obtained from the test for various sample is given in 

table. 

 

Weight % of Palm Fiber Tensile Strength in N/mm2 

5 12.9 

7 12.7 

10 15.8 

Table 0.1 - Tensile Test Result for Samples 
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Figure 4.1 - Tensile Strength of Palm Fiber 

 

Weight% of Hemp Fiber Tensile Strength in N/mm2 

5 13.3 

7 7.9 

10 8.7 

Table 0.2 - Tensile Test Result for Hamp Samples 

 

 
Figure 4.2 - Tensile Strength of Hemp Fiber 

 

Weight% of Hybrid Tensile Strength in N/mm2 

5 12.8 

7 9.9 

10 14.7 

Table 0.3 - Tensile Test Result for Hybrid Samples 
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Figure 4.3 - Tensile Strength of Hybride  

 

The graph between “Load and Deflection” & “Stress and Strain” for each sample is shown in figure Since there is no yielding 

reported the fracture seems to be brittle and show very less elongation. 

 

Further, it is observed that the stress increases with increase in load and modulus of elasticity almost remains constant. at certain 

point where stress exceeds the modulus of elasticity the material undergoes failure. In the three samples it is observed that the 

material has flat breaking without any necking hence it seems to be brittle material and having very less tensile strength. Out of 

three samples it is observed that the sample having 5% fiber content has more strength then the sample having 7% and 10% fiber 

content. 

 

4.2 Impact Test 

The test specimen shows very little plastic deformation mostly flat surface was observed at the notch it absorbs very little amount 

of energy before fracture. The energy absorbed by the specimen found to be 6 J. This gives indication that this type of material only 

able to absorb small amount of energy. It shows the brittle behavior due to the strain aging effect.  

 

Type of 

Composite 

Impact Strength with 5% of 

Fiber in Joule 

Impact Strength with 7% 

of Fiber in Joule 

Impact Strength with 10% 

of Fiber in Joule 

Palm 4 4 5 

Hemp 4 4.5 5 

Hybrid 4 4 6 

 Table 4.4 - Impact Strength of 5%,7% and 10% Fiber Composites 

 

 

Figure 4.4 - Impact Strength of 5%, 7% and 10% Fiber Composites  
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4.3 Hardness of Specimen 

The hardness result obtained from Brinell hardness tester of specification shown in below Table 4.4: 

 

Weight % of Palm Fiber Hardness No (BHN) 

5 3.25 

7 5.5 

10 8 

Table 4.4 - Brinell hardness Test for Palm Specimen 

 
Figure 4.5 - Hardness of 5%,7% and 10% Palm Fiber Composites  

 

Weight % of Hemp Fiber Hardness No (BHN) 

5 6.75 

7 9 

10 8 

Table 4.6 - Brinell Hardness Test for Hemp Specimen 

 

 

Figure 4.6 - Hardness of 5%,7% and 10% Hemp Fiber Composites 
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Weight % of Hybrid Fiber Hardness No (BHN) 

5 8.75 

7 9 

10 7 

Table 0.7 - Brinell Hardness Test for Hybrid specimen 

 

 

 Figure 4.7 - Hardness of 5%,7% and 10% Hybrid Fiber Composites  

 

From the above observation, it is concluded that the hardness of the sample specimen is dependent on the percentage content of 

fiber. It is observed that the composite having 5% fiber content has more hardness then 7 % and 10% fiber content. for different 

content of fiber the result will be different. 

 

4.4 Moisture Absorption test of Specimen 

The following table shows the percentage absorption of water for different sample at different time. The details are shown in 

Table 4.4: 

 

S. No. % of Fiber Wi (gm) Time (Hour) Wf (gm) % Absorption 

01 5 2 24 2.2 10 

02 7 2 24 2.3 15 

03 10 2 24 2.5 25 

Table 4.4 - Moisture Absorption of the specimen 

 

 
 Figure 4.8 - Moisture Absorption Test of 5%, 7% and 10% Fiber Composites  
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The above observation show that the moisture absorption is function of time and fiber content of composite, it is observed that as 

the fiber content increases the moisture absorption of the composite increases. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this undertaking work, distinctive weight level of Asian palm and hemp fiber have been oriented with epoxy in order to analyze 

their difference in mechanical and metallurgical properties. The study showed that the hardness and tensile strength increased 

invariably with increase the weight percentage of fiber from 5% to 10% in epoxy for both the fibers but with 7% weight percentage 

of fiber in the epoxy the hardness and tensile strength decreased a bit. 
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